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Abstract
We present a trainable sequential-inference technique for processes with large state and observation spaces and relational struc-
ture. We apply our technique to the problem of force-dynamic state inference from video, which is a critical component of the
LEONARD [J.M. Siskind, Grounding lexical semantics of verbs in visual perception using force dynamics and event logic, Journal
of Artificial Intelligence Research 15 (2001) 31–90] visual-event recognition system. LEONARD uses event definitions that are
grounded in force-dynamic primitives—making robust and efficient force-dynamic inference critical to good performance. Our
sequential-inference method assumes “reliable observations”, i.e., that each process state (e.g., force-dynamic state) persists long
enough to be reliably inferred from the observations (e.g., video frames) it generates. We introduce the idea of a “state-inference
function” (from observation sequences to underlying hidden states) for representing knowledge about a process and develop an
efficient sequential-inference algorithm, utilizing this function, that is correct for processes that generate reliable observations con-
sistent with the state-inference function. We describe a representation for state-inference functions in relational domains and give a
corresponding supervised learning algorithm. Our experiments in force-dynamic state inference show that our technique provides
significantly improved accuracy and speed relative to a variety of recent, hand-coded, non-trainable systems, and a trainable system
based on probabilistic modeling.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Consider the video sequence depicted by Fig. 2(a). A human will typically interpret this video as “the hand picked
up the red block off of the green block”. It is instructive to consider what primitives might underly the human’s
definition of pick up. As argued in [34], it is not the characteristics of the hand and block motion that distinguish
picking up from other event types. That is, the definition of pick up is relatively insensitive to the exact speeds and
motion profiles of the objects involved. Rather, pick up is distinguished by the fact that the block changes from being
supported by resting on an initial location (support by contact) to being supported by being grasped by the hand
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event representations are force dynamic [38].
The above argument motivates the use of force-dynamic primitives for interpreting visual events. However, most
work on visual-event recognition has been based on motion-profile primitives rather than force-dynamic, e.g., [1–4,
24,36,44]. Two prior systems, [2] and [19], do present techniques for analyzing force dynamics in video but do not
apply the system to recognizing higher-level event definitions such as pick up. To our knowledge, LEONARD [34] is
the only system that computes force-dynamic primitives from video and uses them to define and recognize abstract
events. Perhaps one reason that force-dynamic primitives have not been used more widely is that they are difficult
to compute robustly from video, even in relatively controlled settings. Indeed, as discussed in Section 2, one of the
bottlenecks that limits LEONARD’s event-recognition accuracy is inaccuracy in constructing force-dynamic models.
The original motivation of this work was to improve on the speed and accuracy of LEONARD’s current force-dynamic
model constructor.
For unconstrained environments, robustly computing visual primitives, such as force-dynamic facts, is presently
unrealistic. An alternative is to provide an interpretation system that is tuned to a particular application domain, with
the goal of leveraging constraints within the domain to achieve higher accuracy. This approach, however, places a
heavy burden on the human designer to re-tune or re-design a system for each new domain and for each choice of
primitives. Here we propose to use machine learning to automatically construct such domain-specific interpretation
systems. As input to our learner we will provide a training set of labeled polygon movies (extracted from videos
via object segmentation and tracking). The label for each movie provides a temporal model over the desired set of
primitive visual concepts (in our case force-dynamic facts), indicating the time intervals during which each concept
occurs. After analyzing the training data, the output of our system is a function that maps new polygon movies (derived
from video) to temporal models over the primitive concepts. Of course, as for any learning system, the accuracy of
these models depends heavily on how well the training data characterizes future videos.
We cast the problem of learning to construct such temporal models as the general problem of sequential inference,
which involves inferring the hidden-state sequence of an underlying process given observations generated by the
process. In our application, the hidden-states correspond to force-dynamic interpretations of individual frames and the
observations correspond to the polygon data extracted from video frames.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) [29] are a popular approach to sequential inference, and are commonly used in
language parsing and speech recognition. However, our intended application domain of video interpretation poses
significant challenges to standard HMM techniques. In particular, such techniques typically assume that the process
has a small number of states, small enough to enumerate efficiently. However, for our application, the state space is
enormous, primarily due to its inherent relational structure. That is, we are interested in cases where states and ob-
servations are represented in relationally factored form by sets of relational atoms, such as ATTACHED(hand,block).
The number of possible such states grows quickly with the number of objects in the environment and precludes
enumeration.
As discussed in Section 7, there is currently very little work in sequential inference for relationally structured
processes, and prior to our work there were no off-the-shelf learning techniques that could be directly applied to
problems such as ours. In such large problems, general-purpose modeling approaches that fail to make strong structural
assumptions are typically intractable. In place of more familiar independence assumptions (e.g., Markov modeling),
our inference approach exploits an assumption that the process generates “reliable” observations. By this we mean
that hidden states persist for multiple observations, and that the sequence of observations generated while remaining
in a single hidden state reliably determines the state—i.e., no other hidden state is likely to generate that sequence
of observations. The assumption of reliable observations appears to hold well in our video-interpretation domain.
Many video frames pass while the underlying interpretation remains fixed, and we are able to infer that underlying
interpretation from the sequence of frames.
We introduce the idea of using a state-inference function to represent process knowledge. We provide an efficient
sequential-inference algorithm that is correct, assuming reliable observations and a correct state-inference function.
Our inference method is not tied to a particular representation of states, observations, or state-inference function.
Thus, we first describe our setup and inference method for arbitrary sets of observations and states. When these
sets are relationally represented, our method provides general-purpose, relational, sequential inference, given reliable
observations.
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quired state-inference function is generally unavailable and must be learned automatically. To facilitate learning, we
describe a familiar relational representation for states and observations. We also describe a novel logic-based represen-
tation for relational state-inference functions. We then show how to use techniques from inductive logic programming
for learning the desired state-inference function from training data.
We evaluate our approach by learning to construct force-dynamic models for the LEONARD system. The results
are promising, significantly improving on the speed and accuracy of the original LEONARD model constructor1 and
two more recent human-crafted constructors we have built and specifically tuned to the particular application domain.
We also compare against a learning system we constructed based on an existing probabilistic modeling approach for
relational data, again showing significant benefits for our proposal.
In what follows, we first give an overview of the LEONARD system and our primary application domain in Sec-
tion 2. Next, in Section 3, we present the basic setup for our sequential inference problem. In Section 4, we describe
our approach to sequential inference based on the idea of leveraging reliable observations. In Section 5.1, we give our
representation for relational states, observations, and state-inference functions, and present our approach to learning
state-inference functions. In Section 6 we present our experimental results, and finally we present related work and
conclude.
2. Overview of the LEONARD system
Our work is based on the LEONARD system [34] for recognizing visual events from video camera input. An
example of a simple visual event that LEONARD might recognize is “a hand picking up a block”. Our research devel-
ops generic learning algorithms that we incorporate into LEONARD. Below, we give a high-level description of the
LEONARD system.
LEONARD is a three-stage pipeline depicted in Fig. 1. The raw input consists of a video-frame image sequence
depicting events. First, as described in [34], a segmentation-and-tracking component transforms this input into a
polygon movie: a sequence of frames, each frame being a set of convex polygons placed around the tracked objects
in the video. Fig. 2(a) shows a partial video sequence of a pick up event that is overlaid with the corresponding
polygon movie. Next, a model-reconstruction component transforms the polygon movie into a force-dynamic model.
This model describes the changing support, contact, and attachment relations between the tracked objects over time.
Constructing this model is a somewhat involved process, as described in [33], based on computing a notion of stability
derived from a simplified theory of kinematic physics. Finally, an event-recognition component armed with a library
of event definitions determines which events occurred in the model and, accordingly, in the video. Fig. 2(b) shows
the text output and input of the event-recognizer for the pick up event. The first line corresponds to the output which
indicates the interval(s) during which a pick up occurred. The remaining lines are the text encoding of the event-
Fig. 1. The upper boxes represent the three primary components of LEONARD’s pipeline. The lower box depicts the event-learning component
described in this paper. In this paper we study an approach to learning a function to serve as an accurate model reconstruction component.
1 We note that the goals of the LEONARD model constructor are more complex than our goals, and specifically include building a system based
on single-frame stability analysis. It is plausible, though undemonstrated, that the LEONARD model constructor will show greater adaptability to
richer domains than our trainable system as a result, given its stronger basis in physical laws. Here, we test on all data for which tests on LEONARD
have been published.
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the horizontal block on the table is referred to as GREEN. (b) The text input and output of the event classifier, in LEONARD’s format. The top line
is the output and the remaining lines make up the input that encodes the changing force-dynamic properties. (For interpretation of the references in
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
recognizer input (model-reconstruction output), indicating the time intervals in which various force-dynamic relations
are true in the video.
The event-recognition component of LEONARD represents event types with event-logic formulas like the following
simplified example, representing x picking up y off of z.
PICKUP(x, y, z) CONTACTSUPPORT(z, y);
(
ATTACHEDSUPPORT(x, y) ∧ GROUNDED(x)).
This formula asserts that an event of x picking up y off of z is defined as a sequence of two states where z supports y
by way of contact in the first state and x supports y by way of attachment in the second state and that x is also
self supporting (grounded). CONTACTSUPPORT, ATTACHEDSUPPORT, and GROUNDED are primitive force-dynamic
relations.2
2 These are the primitives used in this paper. The original LEONARD system used a different set of primitives including SUPPORTS, CONTACTS,
ATTACHED and GROUNDED. However, under the semantics used by LEONARD, support is always by way of contact or attachment. That is,
SUPPORTS(x, y) implies either CONTACTS(x, y) or ATTACHED(x, y). Thus, in this work, for compactness we introduced CONTACTSUPPORT and
ATTACHEDSUPPORT to represent these two types of support, which are easily translated back into LEONARD’s original primitives.
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lowup work [13] developed an event-definition learning component for LEONARD, allowing it to learn to recognize
events, relieving the user from the often tedious hand-coding process. This component, shown in Fig. 1, takes as in-
put force-dynamic models from the model-reconstruction stage, along with event labels for each model that indicate
the events depicted by the video corresponding to the model. The learner then outputs a candidate event definition
for each event type in the training set, which can be used by the event recognizer for event recognition in the fu-
ture.
The learned event definitions were shown to be competitive with human-coded definitions, however, there is still
significant room to improve on the event-recognition accuracy achieved by the learned and hand-coded definitions.
We believe that a primary bottleneck to obtaining higher performance lies in the model reconstruction component of
LEONARD. Constructing force-dynamic temporal models from polygon movies (derived from video) is a surprisingly
difficult task and the current approach was shown to correctly infer force-dynamic facts for about 80% of the frames
in a video corpus. This error rate complicates the problem of coding and/or learning highly accurate event definitions,
which are grounded in the force-dynamic models, and ultimately limits the achievable performance of the overall
system.
The original motivation of this work was to develop a trainable system that can learn to construct accurate force-
dynamic models from human-labeled training examples. The hope is that such a trainable system will be able to
produce highly accurate model constructors for a particular application domain of interest (as characterized by the
training data) by exploiting constraints specific to the domain. The ability to automatically generate such domain-
specific model constructors would be an extremely useful tool in practice and this work provides a step in that
direction. This idea is similar in spirit to work in language parsing where learned domain-specific language parsers
[39] outperform general-purpose and human-tuned language parsers within the trained domain.
Below we cast our problem as an instance of the more general problem of sequential inference and develop a
practical approach to sequential inference that is suitable for relational domains such as force-dynamic interpretation.
3. Problem setup: Sequential inference
A sequential process is a triple P = (O,S,D), where the observation space O and state space S are arbitrary dis-
joint sets that contain all possible observations and states, respectively. D is a probability distribution over (S ×O)∗,
i.e., the space of finite sequences constructed from members of S×O. We can extract from each such sequence a pair
of an observation sequence (o-sequence) and a state sequence (s-sequence), and we often treat P as assigning prob-
abilities to such pairs according to D. We say state s generates o-sequence o1, . . . , ok in state-observation sequence
P , if (s, o1), . . . , (s, ok) is a subsequence of P , and also that o1, . . . , ok is generated by consecutive states s1 and s2 in
sequence P if, for some t , the sequence (s1, o1), . . . , (s1, ot ), (s2, ot+1), . . . , (s2, ok) is a subsequence of P .
Sequential inference is the problem of mapping an o-sequence to the most likely hidden s-sequence. In our large
structured problems, the o-sequence typically determines the s-sequence, so we simplify this goal to finding the single
possible s-sequence. Here, we do not require a model of P , rather we use supervised learning, needing only to sample
a training set of sequences of state/observation pairs from P .
Our method leverages an assumption that hidden states persist for many observation steps. We also assume that the
utility of an inferred state sequence primarily derives from the sequence of distinct states (with consecutive repetitions
removed), rather than whether it also identifies the exact state-transition points. This assumption holds in our video-
interpretation domain, where the exact locations of transition points are often ambiguous (as judged by a human)
and unimportant. For example, in Fig. 3, it will typically be unimportant exactly which frame is considered to be the
transition. Thus, we consider a state-sequence label to be accurate if it agrees on the sequence of distinct states. For
this purpose we let COMPRESS(S) denote the sequence that is derived from S by removing its consecutive repetitions.
For example, COMPRESS(a;a;a;b;b;a; c; c) = a;b;a; c. We consider COMPRESS(S) to be an accurate label for
sequence S.
Example 1. In our experimental video-interpretation domain, the process corresponds to a hand playing with a set
of blocks. Fig. 3 shows key video frames from a sequence where the hand picks up a red block from a green block.
Our goal is to observe the video and infer the underlying force-dynamic states, describing the support relations among
the objects. The figure caption describes the single state transition. States are represented as sets of force-dynamic
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shown by the polygons. The video segment has two distinct force-dynamic states given by: {GROUNDED(hand), GROUNDED(green),
CONTACTSUPPORT(green, red)} (frames 1 and 3) and {GROUNDED(hand), GROUNDED(green), ATTACHEDSUPPORT(hand, red)} (frames
14 and 20). The transition occurs between frames 3 and 14. See Example 4 regarding the predicates GROUNDED, CONTACTSUPPORT, and
ATTACHEDSUPPORT. (For interpretation of the references in color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
facts, such as ATTACHEDSUPPORT(hand, red). Observations are represented as sets of low-level numeric facts, such
as DISTANCE(green, red,3), that are easily derived from an object tracker’s noisy output (shown by the polygons in
the figure). The state and observation sets are large, with roughly 235 states for a three-block scene with one hand.
Our objective in this paper is to develop a trainable system that given a sequence of primitive observations in the form
of low-level numeric facts, produces a sequence of force-dynamic states described via the force-dynamic predicates
ATTACHEDSUPPORT, CONTACTSUPPORT, and GROUNDED (see Example 4 for details on observations and states).
The LEONARD system uses a hand-coded algorithm for this inference task, and commits a significant number of
errors partly due to the noisy input and difficulty in resolving ambiguities.
4. Sequential inference with reliable observations
A simple approach to sequential inference is to assume that each observation determines the state generating it.
We could then use training data to learn a possibly non-trivial observation-state mapping that can reconstruct a hidden
s-sequence from a given o-sequence. However, this assumption is quite strong, and, empirically, does not hold in our
video-interpretation domain, due to noise and natural ambiguity near force-dynamic transitions. Instead, we make a
much weaker assumption sufficient for robust performance: we assume reliable observations, as defined below.
Definition (Defining sequence). For process P , an o-sequence O is a defining sequence for state s if: (1) s generates
O in some sequence drawn from P , and (2) no other state generates O in any sequence drawn from P .
Definition (Reliable observations). Process P has reliable observations with redundancy r if, in each sequence drawn
from P , each state s generates an observation sequence that can be divided into at least r consecutive defining se-
quences for s.
Let ROr denote the set of processes having reliable observations with redundancy at least r . Intuitively, for
processes in ROr , each state persists long enough so that it can generate an o-sequence that can be divided into
r (or more) sequences that each let us identify the state.3 Later we show that our inference technique is correct for
processes in RO2. In practice, processes with rare violations of this assumption also admit our techniques.
The reliable observations assumption is intuitively nearly met by our video-interpretation domain and many others,
where semantic scene properties persist for enough observations to be inferred reliably. Some examples of other
domains that we are considering that appear to approximately have reliable observations include:
• Sports video interpretation. Professional and college American football teams spend a great deal of effort attach-
ing semantic tags to football video in order to facilitate fast semantic indexing by coaches during game planning.
Automating the interpretation process would be a valuable tool. Many properties of interest in sports video, such
3 Note that the assumption of reliable observations is not the same as assuming that each state must generate a particular defining o-sequence.
Rather, reliable observations is a much weaker assumption where each state is only required to generate one of possibly (infinitely) many defining
o-sequences (or in the case of redundancy r , generate r such sequences).
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cover a particular offensive receiver for many video frames, or in basketball, a player dribbles a ball for many
video frames. While such properties may not be reliably inferable from a single observation, such properties
produce distinctive sequences of frames, such that taken together can aid reliable interpretation.
• Personal location tracking. The work in [41] considers using hidden Markov models to track the high-level lo-
cation of a person wearing a head mounted camera—e.g., inferring the room number or street name. In this
application, each location generates many video frames that are highly indicative of the particular location. Our
preliminary investigations using this data verifies that the locations can be reliably inferred by just looking at
the observation sequences arising from individual location, suggesting that reliable observations does hold in this
domain.
• Motion capture interpretation. Another domain is the interpretation of multi-object motion capture data. In par-
ticular, for interpreting the scenes in an assembly tutoring system. Here motion-capture sensors are attached to
the human subjects, various assembly objects, and tools. In order to interpret the scenes it is critical to infer
the slowly changing force-dynamic properties based on the noisy marker position data. Again here each force-
dynamic configuration gives rise to a large number of observations that are highly indicative of the particular
configuration.
• Task prediction for intelligent user interfaces. The TaskTracer system [37] is an intelligent user interface that is
structured around the idea of user tasks. An important component of such a system is the ability to infer the current
task of the user in order to provide task specific assistance. In this application, the observations correspond to all
of the user interface events captured by the system, and for any particular task there are typically a large number
of observations that are indicative of that task.
We note, however, that it is not hard to find sequential inference tasks where the underlying processes do not
have reliable observations. For example, the sequential-inference domain of part-of-speech tagging (labeling words
in a sentence by part-of-speech) clearly does not satisfy reliable observations. That is, a part-of-speech tag (hidden
state) is not determined by the word (observation) that it is associated with. While our technique will not be directly
applicable to such problems, we believe that such problems can benefit from techniques such as ours. For example, it
is conceivable that problems from language modeling such as shallow parsing and topic segmentation approximately
have reliable observations. Providing robust inference mechanisms for these problems might help in tasks such as
part-of-speech tagging by providing context information.
4.1. State-inference functions
Reliable observations (with redundancy at least 1) imply that the maximal-length observation sequence generated
by a state, any time that state occurs, cannot be generated by any other state. Thus, under reliable observations, there
exists a mapping from “long enough” o-sequences generated by single states to the unique states likely to generate
them. A state-inference function σ is, then, a mapping from O∗ to S ∪ {⊥}. We say that σ is correct if, for each
O ∈ O∗, σ(O) is a state capable of generating O under P , and σ(O) = ⊥ exactly when no single state is capable
of generating O under P . In other words, a state-inference function is said to be incorrect when either it 1) outputs
a state that is not capable of generating the input sequence, or 2) outputs ⊥ for an observation sequence that can be
generated by some state. We say that a state-inference function is monotone if it returns ⊥ for a sequence whenever it
returns ⊥ for any subsequence. It is easy to show that a correct state-inference function is always monotone.
Our inference algorithm, described below, assumes that we have a state-inference function (particularly, correct
for “long enough” observation sequences). In particular, we will show that a correct state-inference function implies
correct sequential inference. Thus, our approach reduces the problem of learning to perform sequential inference to
the problem learning a correct state-inference function. Learning such a function can be non-trivial in relationally-
structured domains such as ours. In Section 5, we discuss a representation and learning algorithm for state-inference
functions in relational domains.
Given an o-sequence O , if we are somehow told which subsequences of O were generated by single states, then
we can apply a correct state-inference function to each such subsequence to correctly infer the underlying s-sequence.
However, in practice, we are not given this information. Nevertheless, under reliable observations we are able to
infer this subsequence information with sufficient accuracy by detecting state transitions. To see how, note that, by
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Input: Observation sequence O = (o1, . . . , on),
State-inference function σ
Output: Compressed state sequence or “fail”
if O = NULL then return NULL
if σ(o1) = ⊥ then return “fail”
k ← 2
while (σ (o1, . . . , ok) = ⊥) && (k  n)
k ← k + 1
S′ ← FGM((ok, . . . , on), σ )
if S′ = “fail”
then return “fail”
else return σ(o1, . . . , ok−1) | S′
Fig. 4. Pseudo-code for forward-greedy-merge. “x|y” is the list y with x at the front.
definition, no single state can generate an o-sequence that contains defining sequences for two distinct states. This
implies that a correct state-inference function “detects transitions” by returning ⊥ on a “long enough” o-sequence
generated by consecutive states—in particular, long enough to include a defining sequence from each state. This
property leads to a greedy algorithm for constructing a compressed s-sequence.
4.2. Forward-greedy-merge
The forward-greedy-merge (FGM) algorithm, Fig. 4, applies a state-inference function σ to increasing prefixes of
o-sequence O , until locating the shortest prefix o1, . . . , ok for which the given state-inference function σ(o1, . . . , ok)
is ⊥. For a correct σ , and O drawn from P , we know that k  2. If k = 1, then o1 has been incorrectly labeled
“impossible”, and the algorithm returns “fail”. Otherwise, FGM adds σ(o1, . . . , ok−1) to the inferred s-sequence and
recursively processes the remaining suffix of O . The number of calls to σ is linear in |O|, since the algorithm simply
makes a single forward pass through the observation sequence. Thus, efficient state-inference function computation
implies efficient sequential inference. In our application, the state-inference function can be computed in poly-time in
its input size, and thus the overall inference process is poly-time.
In practice, we handle the case that FGM returns “fail” due to an incorrect σ by pre-processing the observation
sequence to remove all single observations identified incorrectly as “impossible” by σ . Note that whenever σ returns
⊥ for an individual observation we know that σ must be incorrect. This is because we know that any single observa-
tion that we observe is necessarily generated by some state, and thus a correct state-inference function is required to
return one of those states. We simply remove all such observations. We give empirical results with and without this
sequence-cleaning preprocessing, showing that very few observations are removed, but that such removal improves
performance.
Example 2. The FGM algorithm is inspired by imagining a viewer watching a noisy video very slowly, analyzing
each frame consciously. Any given frame may not provide enough information to reconstruct the scene semantics (the
hidden state). Each new frame provides more information about the scene, which the viewer adds to the saved partial
knowledge. Only when something contradictory to the currently inferred scene is noticed does the viewer assume that
a state transition has occurred. At that point, whatever has been inferred about the previous “current state” is taken to
completely describe that state.
FGM is not guaranteed to be correct for all processes inRO1. The fundamental problem is that for some processes
in RO1, there can be observation sequences where the compressed state sequence is inherently ambiguous, i.e., there
are multiple compressed state sequences that could have generated the observations. This is illustrated in the following
example.
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O = {X,Y,Z}. We define a very simple, deterministic observation model as follows. Sequences generated by state A
may contain any number of X’s, at most one Y , and no Z’s. Sequences generated by state B may only contain Y ’s.
Sequences generated by state C may contain any number of Z’s, at most one Y , and no X’s. Now, suppose that σ is
a correct state-inference function for this process and that we are given the following observation/state-sequence pair,
drawn jointly from the process.
O = (X,Y,Y,Z)
S = (A,B,B,C)
Clearly these sequences satisfy the requirements necessary for our process to be in RO1, since neither B or C can
generate (X), neither A or C can generate (Y,Y ), and neither A or B can generate Z. However, it is possible for A
to generate the sequence (X,Y ), for C to generate (Y,Z), and impossible for any state to generate (X,Y,Y ). This
indicates that σ((X,Y )) = A, σ((Y,Z)) = C and σ((X,Y,Y )) = ⊥, which means that FGM will incorrectly return
(A,C) when given (X,Y,Y,Z) as input. Thus we see that having redundancy one is not sufficient to guarantee the cor-
rectness of FGM even when σ is correct. The problem here was that the observation sequence (X,Y,Y,Z) could have
been generated by either the state sequence (A,B,B,C) or (A,C), and there is no information to disambiguate these
possibilities. Proposition 2 below will show that in such situations, FGM prefers the state sequence that has the fewest
state transitions, which in this case is (A,C) with one transition compared to the two transitions of (A,B,B,C).
However, for processes inRO2, Proposition 1 below shows that FGM can detect state transitions accurately enough
to correctly infer the underlying compressed state sequence.4 Informally, the reason that we require redundancy greater
than one is that FGM consumes observations until the state inference function returns the empty set. At that point,
FGM has consumed at least part of the o-sequence for the next state, and backs out to the sequence position just
before failure is returned. However, despite backing out, part of the prefix of the next states observations may have
been consumed, and in particular, part of the first defining sequence for the next state may have been consumed. In
order to ensure that the state inference function will still see a complete defining sequence for the next state, and hence
infer the correct state, we need to have a redundancy of at least two.
Proposition 1. Let process P be in RO2 and σ be a correct state-inference function for P . For any state and obser-
vation sequences S and O drawn together from P , FGM(O,σ ) returns COMPRESS(S).
Proof. Let COMPRESS(S) = s1, s2, . . . , sn and Oi denote the maximal o-sequence in O that was generated by si
(assume w.l.o.g. that no two si are the same state). Note that O = O1;O2; · · · ;On, where “;” indicates concatenation.
Since P has a redundancy of at least two, each Oi can be written Oi = O ′i;O ′′i , where O ′i and O ′′i are both defining
sequences for state si . We prove by induction on k that, for 1 k  n, FGM(O1; · · · ;Ok,σ ) = s1, s2, . . . , sk and that
sk was “produced” by applying σ (in the last line of FGM in Fig. 4) to a suffix of Ok that includes O ′′k .
For the base case of k = 1 since σ is correct and our process has a redundancy of at least one we know that
σ(O1) = s1 and that σ will never return ⊥ for any subsequence of O1. Thus we get that FGM(O1, σ ) = s1. In
addition s1 was produced by applying σ to O1 which clearly includes O ′′1 .
For the inductive case assume that the claim holds for all k  i. We now show that the claim holds for
k = i + 1. Consider applying FGM to the sequence O1; · · · ;Oi . We know from the inductive hypothesis that
FGM(O1; · · · ;Oi,σ ) = s1, . . . , si and that si was computed by applying σ to an o-sequence O∗ that included the
defining o-sequence O ′′i . When we apply FGM to O1; · · · ;Oi+1 the while loop will extend O∗ by one observation
at a time taken from Oi+1 until σ returns ⊥. We know that σ(O∗;O ′i+1) = ⊥ since the sequence contains defining
sequences from the two distinct states si and si+1. This guarantees that ⊥ will be returned for some subsequence of
O∗;O ′i+1 that has O∗ as a prefix.
Let Op be the longest prefix of O∗;O ′i+1 such that σ does not return ⊥. Clearly Op contains a defining se-
quence from si and hence σ(Op) = si and thus FGM will correctly produce the state si . FGM must now process
4 While our algorithm outputs only COMPRESS(S), FGM does infer state transition points (k after the while loop) that can be used to construct
an estimate of S, if desired.
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tain O ′′i+1 since we know that FGM must detect a transition by the time it consumes O ′i+1. Thus σ(Or) = si+1 and
FGM(O1; · · · ;Oi+1, σ ) = s1, . . . , si+1 as desired. 
Without reliable observations and a correct state-inference function, FGM is not guaranteed to be correct. Never-
theless, FGM does return a solution to an intuitively appealing optimization problem, finding a state sequence allowed
by σ with the fewest possible state transitions, as described below.
We define a partition of an o-sequence O to be a sequence (Q1, . . . ,Qk) of non-empty subsequences of O such that
Q1; · · · ;Qk = O . We also say that σ allows a state sequence S for O if S = (σ (Q1), . . . , σ (Qk)) for some partition
(Q1, . . . ,Qk) of O . Intuitively, we have a preference for fewer transitions because: 1) we have an inertial bias, and
2) longer o-sequences typically yield more reliable state inference (we assumed σ is correct for “long” o-sequences).
Proposition 2. When σ is monotone, FGM(O,σ ) is a minimal-length state sequence allowed by σ for O , or there is
no allowed state sequence.
Proof. If FGM(O,σ ) returns “fail”, then there is no state sequence allowed by σ , given the monotonicity of σ and
the fact that FGM fails only when σ(oi) = ⊥ for some observation oi occurring in O . Otherwise, it is easy to show
by induction on |O|, that for any observation sequence O ′, with suffix O , any state sequence allowed by σ for O ′ is
at least as long as FGM(O,σ ).
For the base case, when O is NULL, FGM(O,σ ) is NULL as well, and the assertion holds. Otherwise, assume the
claim holds for sequences with length less than n and let k be the index computed by the while loop in Fig. 4 with
input O = o1, . . . , on (i.e., FGM detects the first transition to occur between ok−1 and ok) so that |FGM(O,σ )| =
|FGM((ok, . . . , on), σ )| + 1. For the sake of contradiction assume that state sequence S′ is allowed for O ′ and is
shorter than FGM(O,σ ). Letting S = FGM((ok, . . . , on), σ ), we know that |S′| < |FGM(O,σ )| = |S| + 1 and also
that |S|  |S′| (by the inductive hypothesis), giving that |S′| = |S|. Consider the partition Q = (Q1, . . . ,Q|S|) that
corresponds to S′. Either Q1 must contain observation ok or not. If Q1 does contain ok then we get a contradiction
because FGM detected that σ(o1, . . . , ok) = ⊥ and since σ is monotone σ(Q1) = ⊥. Otherwise Q1 does not contain
ok and we get a contradiction since O ′′ = Q2; . . . ;Q|S| has ok, . . . , on as a suffix and σ(Q2), . . . , σ (Q|S|) is allowed
for O ′′ but is shorter than S. This shows that no such S′ is allowed for O ′, which completes the proof. 
A notable aspect of our technique is that it does not reason about connections between distinct, adjacent states,
beyond detecting transitions. That is, our technique ignores information about the likelihood of one state following
another, even though in most application domains some state transitions are more likely than others. Proposition 1 tells
us that exploiting such likelihood information is not necessary in the presence of reliable observations and a correct
state-inference function. We also show, empirically, that such reasoning is not needed in our application domain, and
believe that there are other interesting domains (see Section 8) that appear to have this property. For such processes it
is important to study simple but sufficient models of inference, as there can be considerable computational advantages.
However, incorporating the ability to efficiently reason about likely transitions is an important direction for future
work. Even when a domain has reliable observations, such reasoning may help improve robustness when we have an
imperfect state-inference function.
5. Extending to relational processes: Representation and learning
In this section, we instantiate our previous development for relational processes. First, we describe our representa-
tion for relational states and observations. Next, we introduce a representation for relational state-inference functions.
Finally we describe an approach to learning such functions from training data.
5.1. Relational states and observations
We say that a process (O,S,P) is relational when O and S are given by specifying a domain set of objects D, a
set of observation predicates Ro, and a set of state predicates Rs . An observation fact (state fact) is a predicate symbol
in Ro (Rs ) applied to the appropriate number of objects from D. For example, a state fact might be ON(a, b) where
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Force-dynamic state predicates Rs (top) and observation predi-
cates Ro (bottom) for our application
ATTACHEDSUPPORT(x, y) x supports y by attachment
GROUNDED(x) support of x is unknown
CONTACTSUPPORT(x, y) x supports y by contact
DIRECTION(x, d) x is moving in direction d
SPEED(x, s) x’s speed is s
ELEVATION(x, e) x’s elevation is e
MORPH(x, c) x’s shape-change factor is c
DIST(x, y, d) distance between x and y is d
ΔDIST(x, y, dd) change in distance is dd
COMPASS(x, y, c) compass direction of y to x is c
ANGLE(x, y, a) angle between x and y is a
“on” is in Rs and a and b are objects in D, and an observation fact might be ELEVATION(a,5). Observations are taken
to be finite sets of observation facts and O contains all such sets, likewise the states are taken to be finite sets of state
facts with S containing all such sets. Clearly the size of these sets grows exponentially in the number of objects.
Example 4. Our video-interpretation application involves inferring the sequence of force-dynamic states in videos of a
hand playing with blocks. The domain of objects, D, contains all hands and blocks that may eventually enter the visual
field, along with the real numbers. To describe the state and observation spaces, there are three force-dynamic state
predicates and eight observation predicates, shown in Table 1. The movie in Fig. 3 contains two distinct force-dynamic
states given by the state-fact sets shown in the caption.5 The object tracker places convex polygons around each object
in the visual field, and the observations are low-level numeric features of these polygons and polygon pairs. For each
video frame, an observation is the set of observation facts calculated by computing the numeric argument of each
predicate for all objects and object pairs.
5.2. Representing a relational state inference function
For relational processes, a state-inference function must map relational o-sequences to relational states (or ⊥).
Learning such a function corresponds to the difficult problem of multiple-predicate learning (MPL) [7] from the area
of inductive logic programming (ILP) [20]. MPL problems involve learning a logical theory (typically clausal) over
multiple, inter-related predicates that is capable of inferring the training set of target ground atoms which involve
multiple predicates. While the ILP community has produced a large number of successful single-predicate learning
systems, there has been little success in the area of MPL.
In order to achieve robust and “example efficient” learning, below we introduce a representation for relational
state-inference functions, based on DATALOG [42] (a subset of Prolog), that leverages problem structure found in
our application domain and others like it. Given this novel representation, we then use an off-the-shelf ILP system,
CLAUDIEN [6], along with a pruning technique to learn the required DATALOG program.
A DATALOG program consists of a set of “if <body> then <head>” rules, built up from logical atoms over available
predicates. Here, the available predicates are the observation and state predicates along with the comparison predicates
 and =. A logical atom is a predicate applied to the appropriate number of variables and/or numeric constants. The
rule <body> is a conjunction of logical atoms, and the <head> is either ⊥ or a logical atom whose variables appear in
the body.
We define state-inference functions using two types of rules. First, o-rules allow only observation predicates in the
body and state predicates in the head, and can derive state facts from observations. For example,
if DIST(x, y, d) ∧ (d  5) ∧ SPEED(y, s) ∧ (6 s) then ATTACHEDSUPPORT(x, y)
5 Notice that GROUNDED(green) is in both states, even though it seems to be supported by the table. This is because the object tracker does not
recognize the table as an object, and thus the table is an “unknown” source of support for the green block.
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rules place logical constraints on sets of state facts and can detect sets of facts that do not belong to any state (i.e., sets
that violate some constraint). For example,
if ATTACHEDSUPPORT(x, y) ∧ CONTACTSUPPORT(x, y) then ⊥
is an s-constraint that says x cannot support y by both contact and attachment.6 Note that for simplicity we have
restricted o-rules to not include state predicates in the body. However, this restriction is not essential and such rules
can be easily incorporated into our framework. The primary effect of considering such rules would be to increase
learning time, since there would be a larger number of candidate rules. Empirically we found that such rules were not
necessary in our application.
Computation with these rules is defined in a standard way as follows. Any way of replacing the variables in
a rule with objects and/or numbers gives an instance of that rule. Applying a rule to a set of state and observa-
tion facts produces new assertions, in the usual way: for each instance of the rule with the instance body true,
relative to the premise set, the instance head is produced as an assertion. For example, given the observation
{DIST(green, red,3), . . . , SPEED(red,10)}, the above o-rule will assert ATTACHEDSUPPORT(green, red). Given a
rule set R and premise set Q, the one step consequence operator τR(Q) computes the union of all rule assertions for Q.
We inductively define τ iR(Q) = τR(τ i−1R (Q)), where τ 0R(Q) = Q, and let τ ∗R(Q) denote the union over all i of τ iR(Q).
A DATALOG program Σ = Σo ∪ Σs , with o-rules Σo and s-constraints Σs , defines a state inference function σ
as follows. The result set Σ(O) for an o-sequence O = (o1, . . . , on) is calculated by computing the o-rule assertions
for each oi and then iteratively applying the s-constraints to the union of the assertions. Formally we have Σ(O) =
τ ∗Σs (
⋃
i τΣo(oi)). Note that iteration of Σs is needed, since the s-constraints may be recursive. However, the iteration
will always terminate since there are only a finite number of possible state facts. In the worst case the number of
iterations is bounded by the number of possible state facts, which for a fixed set of state predicates is polynomial in
the number of objects. Finally, for a given Σ , we define the corresponding relational state-inference function σ(O) to
be ⊥ if ⊥ ∈ Σ(O), and to be Σ(O), otherwise.
This DATALOG representation for state-inference functions is motivated by two observations about our applica-
tion. First, although we are unable to learn o-rules that accurately map single observations to all underlying state facts
(due to noise/ambiguity), we are able to learn nearly sound o-rules (i.e., rules that rarely produce false assertions) that
assert some of the underlying state facts for single observations. Intuitively, the rules only assert the “most obviously
true” state facts for a given observation. Typically, for states in our application, each state fact is “obviously true” in
at least one of the observations a state generates (typically more than one). Thus, unioning o-rule assertions across
observations (as done above) typically yields exactly the true state facts.
The second observation about our application domain that motives our representation is that the union of facts from
distinct consecutive states do not correspond to any actual state, i.e., the state facts are inconsistent. Given s-constraints
to detect such inconsistent fact sets, the above computation can detect when an input observation sequence was (most
likely) not generated by a single state.
Example 5. As an example of when σ will return ⊥, assume that Σ includes (if ATTACHEDSUPPORT(x, y) ∧
CONTACTSUPPORT(z, y) then ⊥), representing the constraint that no object is supported via both contact and at-
tachment. Let O be the o-sequence from the video in Fig. 3, which is generated by two distinct force-dynamic states.
We expect that, for some frame during the first force-dynamic state (e.g., frame 1), the rules will be able to assert
CONTACTSUPPORT(green, red), and that, for some frame in the second state (e.g., frame 20), the rules will assert
ATTACHEDSUPPORT(hand, red). Given these assertions, the above rule will assert ⊥ and thus σ(O) = ⊥, which
signals that O did not arise from a single state according to σ .
5.3. Learning a relational state-inference function
We first introduce some terminology. We say that a DATALOG rule agrees with a state-observation pair when the
rule produces no new assertions on the premise set given by the union of the state and observation fact sets. We also
6 Recall that ATTACHEDSUPPORT and CONTACTSUPPORT indicate “support by attachment” and “support by contact” respectively, and in the
context the LEONARD system are mutually exclusive support relations.
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Input: s-constraints Σs , o-rules Σo
training o-sequences Δ
Output: pruned ruleset Σ ′
Σ ′ ← Σs
while Σs ∪ Σo =Δ Σ ′
r ← arg maxr∈Σo
C(Σ ′ ∪ {r},Δ)
Σ ′ ← Σ ∪ {r}
return Σ ′
Fig. 5. Pruning routine for CLAUDIEN discovered rules.
say that a rule r1 is more general than a rule r2 if any assertion produced by r2 can also be produced by r1, for all
premise sets.
Our learning approach begins by using the ILP system CLAUDIEN to search for the most general o-rules and
s-constraints that agree with all of the state-observation pairs in the training set. In general, CLAUDIEN is able to
search through the space of arbitrary clausal constraints, however, we were able to restrict the search to just o-rules
and s-constraints via the use of the DLAB syntactic bias language that is provided with CLAUDIEN. For our force-
dynamic interpretation domain, CLAUDIEN typically produces a large, redundant ruleset with around 300–400 rules,
most of which are o-rules.
Motivated by Occam’s Razor and the fact that small rulesets are cheaper to apply, we using pruning to find a
much smaller, but “practically equivalent”, subset of the CLAUDIEN-generated o-rules. Let Δ be a set of o-sequences
(typically from the training data). We consider two rulesets Σ and Σ ′ to be FGM-equivalent on Δ (written Σ =Δ Σ ′)
if for any O in Δ, we have FGM(O,σ ) = FGM(O,σ ′), where σ and σ ′ are the state-inference functions defined by
Σ and Σ ′.
Given the CLAUDIEN-generated ruleset Σ = Σo ∪ Σs , with o-rules Σo and s-constraints Σs , we use a heuristic
method to find a smaller Σ ′ that is FGM-equivalent. Let the coverage C(Σ,Δ) of Σ be the sum, over all individual
observations o in Δ, of |Σ(o)|. This measure rewards rule sets that assert true state facts more frequently. Our pruning
technique starts with Σ ′ = Σs and adds o-rules greedily, according to coverage of the resulting ruleset, until FGM
equivalence is achieved. We show pseudo-code for this pruning method in Fig. 5. The result of this pruning step is the
ruleset used to define our relational-state inference function. In our application, pruning reduces error by over 50%,
indicating significant pre-pruning overfitting.
6. Experimental results
We evaluate our techniques by applying them to force-dynamic state inference. LEONARD’s current force-dynamic
inference technique, based on kinematic physics, was shown in [35] to correctly infer force-dynamic relations for
approximately 80% of the video frames in a test corpus. Two primary sources of the inaccuracy are: 1) noise in
the object tracker’s output, including, for example, variable strength “jitter” and more serious errors such as “object
teleportation”, and 2) the difficulty in hand-designing a heuristic preference-structure to select a single force-dynamic
model from those that are consistent with the physical theory. Our original motivation for this work was to develop a
robust trainable system to improve the accuracy and speed of LEONARD’s reconstruction of force-dynamic state. We
note that, in improving these features, we have dropped the kinematic-physics approach to the problem (among other
things), which may have ramifications yet to be explored in either system by evaluation on a much wider variety of
data.
6.1. Procedure
We use the same 210 videos (and the same object tracker output) that were used to demonstrate LEONARD’s original
model constructor [35]. The video data set contains examples of 7 different event types of varying complexity: pick
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For a detailed description and sample video sequences of these event types, see [34]. Key frames from sample video
sequences of these event types are shown in Fig. 6. The results of segmentation, tracking, and model reconstruction
are overlaid on the video frames. From the tracker output of each video, we can construct the corresponding relational
observation sequence as described in Example 4. We recorded 30 movies for each of the 7 event classes resulting in a
total of 210 movies comprising 11946 frames.
Fig. 6. Key frames from sample videos of the 7 event types.
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sequence, yielding 21 training videos in total. We labeled the remaining 189 test videos with their compressed force-
dynamic s-sequence only (the output of COMPRESS), as that is the labeling our algorithm produces. This compressed
label, in fact, depends only on the event type.
We drew three training sets of 7, 14, and 21 videos from the training instances, drawing equally from each event
type in each set, and learn state-inference functions σ7, σ14, and σ21 using the learning approach described in Sec-
tion 5.2. For each state-inference function and each test-video observation sequence, we inferred a force-dynamic state
sequence using the FGM inference algorithm, both with and without the pre-processing sequence cleaning described
in Section 4.
The runtime of our learning approach was dominated by the runtime of CLAUDIEN, which typically took about six
days per training set. This made it infeasible to average results across a large number of training set partitions. De-
veloping a more efficient clause learning approach would significantly improve runtime, but was beyond the scope of
this project. In another full experiment on different training partitions of each size, we observed similar performance.
To facilitate future comparisons, the training sets, testing sets, and CLAUDIEN discovered rules are available upon
request.
We compare our results against four competitors. First we compare against LEONARD’s model constructor. We
note, however, that the goals of the work in [35], which produced this constructor, and our work are quite different.
LEONARD’s approach is an attempt to create a general, force-dynamic interpretation system, whereas our approach
represents a trainable sequential inference technique that can be tuned to the class of videos exhibited by the training
data. This comparison is analogous to work showing that learned domain-specific language parsers [39] (analogous to
our learned model constructors) outperform general-purpose language parsers (analogous to LEONARD’s approach)
within the trained domain.
As additional competitors, we hand-designed programs for force-dynamic inference aimed at the class of movies
in our corpus. HACK1 was designed after examining the size-14 training videos. HACK2 was designed by examining
the errors of HACK1 on the test data, which is a form of cheating. With these programs we can compare our system
against a good human effort at designing a domain-specific inference technique for our video corpus.
Finally we compare against relational Markov networks (RMNs) [40], which are a recently proposed class of
probabilistic models for relational data. This RMN competitor is intended to represent a relatively straightforward
application of a more mainstream probabilistic modeling approach. A full description of this approach is beyond the
scope of this paper, but below we give a brief overview before presenting our results.
6.2. RMNs for sequential inference
RMNs can be viewed as providing a schema language for compactly representing very large Markov networks
(the undirected analogs of Bayesian networks) over relational data. Given a finite domain of objects, an RMN can
be compiled into a ground or propositional Markov network. Roughly speaking, this network contains a variable for
each possible ground fact involving the objects and the predicates specified in the schema. The ground network can be
used to answer queries about ground facts using standard graphical model inference techniques such as variable elim-
ination [9]. This schema-based approach is similar in spirit to knowledge-base model construction [43] for Bayesian
networks.
In our application, we use RMNs that specify ground networks with a variable for each possible instantiation of
the observation and force-dynamic state predicates at each time step in a video. Thus, the number of variables is
O(T · |D|a), where T is the number of video frames, D is the domain of objects, and a is the maximum arity of any
state or observation predicate. Given such a ground network and an observation sequence (i.e., an assignment to the
observation variables), sequential inference corresponds to computing the most-likely joint assignment to the force-
dynamic state variables conditioned on the observation sequence. In general computing this most-likely assignment is
NP-Hard, hence we use MaxWalkSat [15] as an approximate inference technique.
In our application, we represent RMN schemas using weighted DATALOG rules. Intuitively, the weight attached
to a rule is related to the “probability” that a ground instance of the rule is satisfied by the data. Alternatively, the
weight can be viewed as the cost of violating an instance of the rule. Thus, the inference procedure can be thought
of as searching for an assignment to state variables such that the total cost of violated rule instances is minimized.
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recently proposed Markov Logic Networks [11,30].
We learn RMN schemas using a two stage approach. In the first stage, we generate a set of DATALOG rules to
be used as schemas. We use CLAUDIEN, as discussed in Section 5.2, to generate the required rules. We also include
hand-coded rules that detect state changes, allowing the model to have a preference for fewer state transitions. In
the second stage of learning we tune the weights of these rules. For this purpose we use the generalized perceptron
algorithm [5], which is a generalization of Rosenblatt’s classic perceptron [31] for tuning the weights of structured
models such as ours. This algorithm is simple to implement and has been shown to give comparable performance to
more traditional parameter tuning methods from probabilistic modeling.
6.3. Results
Whole-movie performance. Table 2 shows the percentage of test videos labeled incorrectly—i.e., the percentage
of test videos for which an incorrect compressed s-sequence was inferred. The first three columns are for FGM
with the learned state-inference functions, both with and without sequence cleaning (the latter in parentheses). The
remaining columns show our hand-coded programs, the RMN results (trained with the size 21 training set), and
LEONARD’s performance. We see that, the performance of FGM improves with more training data. With only a
relatively small set of training data, FGM achieves a 3% error rate with sequence cleaning. We also see that sequence
cleaning significantly improves FGMs performance, though less than 0.5% of the observations were removed.
Comparing to our hand-coded systems, FGM always outperforms HACK1 and is comparable to HACK2 for the
larger training sets. Thus, we see that our system is able to learn an inference function that is on par with a significant,
even cheating, attempt to hand-code a solution for this corpus of videos.
We also significantly outperform the RMN approach. Upon further analysis of the RMN results we found that for
the shorter videos in our corpus the RMN performance was quite good, but for the longer videos the performance
was extremely poor. This suggests that the poor performance is primarily due to the lack of scalability of the general-
purpose MaxWalkSat inference for our models. The FGM inference algorithm provides a more structured inference
mechanism, that is suited to domains such as ours, and hence shows better scalability in practice. We are currently
pursuing the development of an FGM-like structured-inference mechanisms for RMNs. We also plan to evaluate other
types of general-purpose approximate RMN inference techniques such as MCMC and belief propagation [23].
Per-frame performance. While our primary empirical goal was to correctly infer entire compressed state se-
quences, LEONARD’s poor performance on this measure does not properly reflect its ability. Although LEONARD
rarely computes the exact true compressed state sequence, it does correctly label a large fraction of the individual
observations/frames with the correct force-dynamic state. The evaluation measure used in [35] considered the inferred
state sequence as a multi-set, and then calculated the percentage of the multi-set members that did not appear in
the correct state labeling (so state order does not affect the error). Under this measure, LEONARD labels 83% of the
frames correctly. FGM, however, significantly outperforms LEONARD on this metric, labeling more than 99% of the
frames correctly. HACK1 and HACK2 achieve 90% and 95% accuracy respectively. The RMN approach achieved 82%
accuracy at the frame level.
Interestingly the RMN approach performed about the same as LEONARD on this metric, while it performed signifi-
cantly better with respect to the full-sequence metric. After further analysis, we found that the RMN method performs
very well on short duration events involving smaller numbers of objects, but performance significantly declined as
the event duration and number of objects increased. Accordingly it was able to perfectly predict most all of the less
Table 2
% test error and inference time (in frames per second)
σ7 σ14 σ21 HACK1 HACK2 RMN21 LEONARD
% error 15 (23) 6 (16) 3 (13) 33 9 45 100
Time (FPS) 4 4 4 5 5 1 1
Here σn denotes the performance of learning a state inference function from n training examples and then using FGM for inference. HACK1
and HACK2 correspond to the human-coded model constructors developed for this test corpus. RMN21 corresponds to an RMN trained using 21
training movies. For the FGM, parentheses indicate results with no sequence cleaning preprocessing. LEONARD always makes an error somewhere
in each test movie and thus has an error of 100 percent according to our metric.
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Performance of learned event definitions when using models constructed by LEONARD’s original model constructor (“original”) versus using
models constructed by FGM with state-inference function σ21. False positives and false negatives for learned definitions
pick up put down stack unst move assemble disassemble
Original FP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FN 0 0.2 0.45 0.10 0.03 0.07 0.10
FGM,σ21 FP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FN 0 0.01 0.03 0 0 0 0
complex events, thus achieving a non-trivial measure on the full-sequence metric, but failed almost completely on
the more complex events, causing the per-frame metric to decline. We attribute this behavior to the fact that as the
number of objects and duration increases, the number of propositional variables involved in the inference problem
grows, making the MAX-SAT inference problem more difficult.7 Perhaps the RMN performance would improve by
increasing the search time of WalkMaxSat. However, in our experiments we already allowed a generous search limit
of about a factor of 4 more than FGM inference.
Inference time. We also compare inference time on the 210 videos for each method, all implemented in Scheme and
running on the same machine.8 The second row of Table 2 shows the frames-per-second measured by processing the
entire corpus. Frame rates were 1 per second for LEONARD and RMN, 4 per second for FGM (with σ7, σ14, or σ21),
and 5 per second for both HACK1 and HACK2. So, FGM is about 4 times faster than LEONARD and inference with
the RMNs, but somewhat slower than our hand-constructed domain-specific programs. Most importantly, however, is
the observation that 90% of FGMs runtime was spent computing the observation predicates from the tracker output.
FGM runs at nearly frame rate (30 frames/second) when given observation predicates that are precomputed from the
observation sequences. We believe that these predicates can also be computed at frame rate with a C implementa-
tion.
Impact on event learning and recognition. The bottom-line performance metric of LEONARD is event recognition
accuracy. Thus, it is important to evaluate the impact that our improved force-dynamic inference will have on this
metric. To evaluate this we replicated the experiments in [13] where we learned event definitions and then used those
definitions for recognition.
The input to the event-definition learner from [13] is a training set of labeled force-dynamic models, each describ-
ing a video in the corpus, where the labels indicate the events taking place in the videos. The learner then analyzes the
training data and outputs an event definition. Here, we compare 1) learning definitions and recognizing events using
the force-dynamic models produced by LEONARD (as done in [13]), and 2) learning definitions and recognizing events
from the FGM generated force-dynamic models. The hypothesis is that higher quality models will lead to higher event
recognition accuracy. We used a training and testing procedure identical to the one in [13], and the results are shown
in Table 3.
The table shows the false-positive and false-negative error rates of the learned event definitions when learned from
FGM models (shown by FGM, σ21) and the original constructor (shown by “original”). We see that when using the
learned constructor we are able to learn more accurate event definitions. The false positive rate remains zero as before,
but the false negative rate is significantly smaller for all event types, and is non-zero for only two of the event types.
Thus, we see that our learned force-dynamic inference function leads to significantly improved event-recognition
accuracy.
7. Related work
As discussed in the introduction, most work on learning for event recognition has focus on learning motion-profile
definitions of events, e.g., by learning hidden Markov models or stochastic grammars to represent individual event
types. Rather, we are concerned with the substantially different objective of learning a function to infer temporal
7 Recall that there is a propositional variable for each possible ground state fact at each time point. The number of state facts is quadratic in the
number of objects. Thus, the number of variables grows quadratically with the number of objects and linearly with the event duration.
8 For the RMN results we used the publicly available C implementation of MaxWalkSat for inference.
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defining higher-level events. We are unaware of prior work in vision that has studied this learning problem, and it is
unclear how to apply the prior event-learning techniques to our large state space problems. Below we review work in
machine learning that is related to sequential inference for relational processes.
One approach to sequential inference is to use sliding-window techniques, e.g., as described in [10]. Here each
observation is labeled by giving a learned classifier a fixed-size local window of observations and possibly previous
classifications. Like our state-inference function formulation, sliding-window techniques provide a reduction from
sequential inference to standard i.i.d. classification and can be used in relational settings by utilizing existing relational
classifiers, e.g., the ILP system FOIL [28]. However, sliding-window techniques leverage a stronger assumption than
reliable observations due to the fixed window size. Finding a good classifier (i.e., a state-inference function) for these
windows can be problematic because of the ambiguity at transitions. Our approach based on FGM can be viewed as
varying the window size to avoid the ambiguities at transition points.
Other work, e.g., [18,27], uses observation-subsequence classifiers to construct optimization problems. The clas-
sifiers are used to assign a measure of “good fit” or “confidence” for states at different points in the input sequence.
These measures are then used to form optimization problems, which are then solved to find a low cost state sequence.
To date, these methods have all assumed a small explicit state space, and thus do not directly apply to our relational
state spaces. One route to generalizing to our setting is to consider assigning confidences to each state factor based on
classifiers, and then form a global optimization problem involving the state factors over time. The critical issue is to
ensure that the optimization problem can be solved with practical efficiency.
Probabilistic modeling is a widely preferred approach to achieving robustness to noise, and has been used exten-
sively for sequential inference, but is not straightforward to apply to our problem. In particular, most probabilistic
models used for temporal data, such as hidden Markov models [29], conditional random fields [17], and segment
models [22] have traditionally assumed small “explicit” state spaces. Extensions such as dynamic Bayesian networks
[8] improve on these models by representing states in terms of a fixed number of state variables. However, in our
problem, the number of state variables (i.e., the number of possible relational state facts) varies with the number of
objects, and cannot be assumed to be fixed. Thus DBN approaches cannot be applied directly.
As already noted in the experimental section, a recent approach to extending probabilistic models to relational
settings is to represent probabilistic models using “model schemas” with “shared parameters”—e.g., relational prob-
abilistic Bayesian networks [14], Bayesian logic programs [16], relational Markov networks [40], and relational
probability trees [21]. Learning and utilizing such models relies on the ability to perform inference, which is typically
computationally hard. This problem generally requires the use of heuristic or approximate inference techniques such
as loopy belief propagation or Gibbs sampling. The recently introduced dynamic probabilistic relational model [32] is
another schema-based approach that is specialized for relational sequence data. Again here inference is intractable and
particle filtering was used for approximate inference. In general, such approximate inference techniques have unclear
practical implications, though they have shown good performance for a number of datasets. Our experiments show
that a straightforward application of one such technique did not give good performance in our domain.
However, it is not our intention to argue against the use of probabilistic models for problems such as ours. Rather,
we have first explored what can be accomplished without probabilities, by exploiting nearly sound logical constraints
and redundant information provided by reliable observations. We have provided a simple logic-based approach, giving
both a learning and inference method, along with a semantic characterization of the inferred state sequence which the
inference method is guaranteed to find quickly. This approach achieves good robustness to noise in our application.
8. Summary and future work
We presented a new, trainable approach to relational sequential inference, motivated by the problem of learning
to construct temporal models of force-dynamic properties. The key novelties of our approach are: 1) the introduction
of the reliable observations assumption; 2) the use of a state-inference function for representing process knowledge;
3) the forward-greedy-merge algorithm for utilizing that function; 4) a representation for relational state-inference
functions that facilitates effective learning and inference. Our empirical results for the problem of constructing force-
dynamic models of video show that the approach outperforms recent, human-coded solutions and an approach based
on probabilistic modeling.
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enough” observation sequences. Here, we were able to leverage the structure of our domain to learn a robust function
and, in large part, correct for its small number of errors via sequence-cleaning preprocessing. However, in general
this will not always be possible. Thus, we are currently pursuing integrations of our framework (exploiting nearly
sound logical constraints) with softer probabilistic modeling techniques in order to improve robustness while retaining
efficient exact inference. Our recent work [12] has considered one such integration. In particular, the notion of a state-
inference function is generalized to a cost function on states and we study the problem of computing the “least-cost”
(or most probable) s-sequence for a given o-sequence. The resulting system is able to achieve the same or better
performance as the system here without the need for sequence-cleaning preprocessing. However, the price we pay is
that the resulting inference technique has a higher time-complexity than FGM—in the worst case scaling as O(T 3)
versus FGMs O(T ) where T is the sequence length.
Currently the temporal event representation employed by LEONARD is purely qualitative and does not take time
duration into account. An interesting direction for future work is to incorporate quantitative information into the
LEONARD framework and to develop corresponding learning techniques. The resulting system would be much more
widely applicable (e.g., being able to distinguish between “pushing” and “punching”) and likely more robust due to
the incorporation of duration information.
Finally, we would like to consider integrating our machine learning approach with physics-based reasoning proce-
dures, such as the kinematic analysis performed by LEONARD. Indeed, the two approaches complement one another.
With a machine learning approach we do not achieve deductive guarantees about the inferred models—e.g., guaran-
teeing that the inferences are consistent with a physical theory. LEONARD’s approach can provide such guarantees, but
suffers from robustness to noise and the difficult problem of designing a mechanism to choose a most-preferred model
from among the consistent candidates. Both of these problems can potentially be addressed via machine learning
techniques.
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